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Monday, November 23, 2015, at 1:00 P.M.  

Florence Gordon, by Brian Morton  

Discussion Leader: Candace Plotsker-Herman  

Seventy-five-year-old feminist and activist Florence Gordon is blunt, brilliant, cantankerous and 

passionate. Having been named “an American Classic,” she deserves to lay down her burden 

after raising a family, enjoy her solitude, and get on with writing her memoirs. But her family’s 

temporary relocation to New York from Seattle intrudes on her work. (NovelistPlus) 

Monday, December 14, 2015, at 11:00 A.M. 

Mary Coin, by Marisa Silver 

Discussion Leader: Edna Ritzenberg 

Inspired by Migrant Mother, the iconic Depression-era photograph snapped by Dorothea Lange 

in 1936, Silver reimagines the lives of both the photographer and the subject. Interweaving the 

stories of Mary Coin , a young mother grappling with the cruel realities of raising a family 

during an enduring economic crisis, and Vera Dare, the brilliant young photographer facing life-

altering decisions of her own, this dual portrait investigates the depths of the human spirit, 

exposing the inner reserves of will and desire hidden in both women. Though their paths cross 

for a brief moment, their fates—stretching into succeeding generations—are permanently altered 

by the meeting.. -- Flanagan, Margaret (Booklist)  

Monday, January 25, 2015, at 1:00 P.M. 

A Constellation of Vital Phenomena, by Anthony Marra. 

Discussion Leader: Ellen Getreu 

In his brilliant, haunting novel, Anthony Marra transports us to a snow-covered village in 

Chechnya, where eight-year-old Havaa watches from the woods as Russian soldiers abduct her 

father in the middle of the night, accusing him of aiding Chechen rebels. A resilient doctor risks 



everything to save her in this award winning story set in a land about which most people know 

little about. 

 ‘Florence Gordon,’ by Brian Morton 

By RANDY BOYAGODA 

New York Times, (Sunday Book Review)  Oct. 31, 2014  

“Florence Gordon was trying to write a memoir, but she had two strikes against her: She was old 

and she was an intellectual. And who on earth, she sometimes wondered, would want to read a 

book about an old intellectual? Maybe it was three strikes, because not only was she an 

intellectual, she was a feminist.” 

As these sardonic opening lines suggest, Brian Morton has set an imposing challenge for his fifth 

novel: to tell the story of an aging, feminist Manhattan intellectual trying to write her life story 

while all too mindful of how little purchase aging, feminist Manhattan intellectuals and their life 

stories would seem to have on contemporary American life. Indeed, his congenitally difficult 

protagonist — so caustic and cold she even walks out of her own surprise birthday party — 

pursues her latest work despite the confidently bleak expectation that no more than a palsied 

handful of friends, colleagues and devoted readers will care. But Florence Gordon’s self-assured 

life of the mind is intruded upon by a series of unexpected people and events, a result of the 

signal attention she enjoys for her latest essay collection — from Martha Nussbaum, writing on 

the front page of The New York Times Book Review. 

Nussbaum calls her “a national treasure,” boosting Florence and her work to sudden, almost 

Thomas Piketty-like prominence. She becomes famous, however, just as a grave illness 

inexorably descends, and all the while she’s encircled by the fumbling members of her family, 

tangled in their own intersecting personal dramas — of youthful ambitions (her college-age 

granddaughter), midlife marital crises (her son and daughter-in-law) and despairing old age (her 

ex-husband, a very obscure academic, and now a very envious one). 

This arrangement of people and problems affords Morton opportunities for satire that are likely 

to have found inspiration in his own experiences as a well-established intellectual, professor and 

novelist. Florence’s courtly editor of many years steps down, to be replaced by a hipster. On her 

book tour, she’s hostage to a brutally helpful, horrifically sunny volunteer who is, of course, 

writing her own memoir. Florence’s admiring granddaughter and impromptu research assistant, 

Emily, has never heard of Ed Koch or the revolutions of 1989 (among much, much else), but as 

she spends time with Florence and her friends she congratulates herself on “feeling very meta” 

about it all. Funny stuff, but these days, making jokes about the poised ignorance of college 

students is as easy as shooting Stanley Fish in a barrel. 

Morton traffics too much in this kind of familiar cleverness, as well as in obligatory left-liberal 

disappointment riffs about Barack Obama, coupled with sitcom-smart family dialogue and 



writing-kit-quality takes on life in New York: “The city was overwhelming, in all the best ways”; 

“Even walking was different in New York”; New Yorkers look “both battle-hardened and 

hopeful in that distinctly New York City way.” Flabby and flat, such material attests to the 

novel’s substance, or lack thereof. 

For all its focus on one woman’s intensely pursued life of the mind, and its heavy stock of 

references to the academy, to the publishing world and to high-echelon New York culture, this 

novel about the surprising power of ideas is surprisingly devoid of any, certainly when compared 

with similarly concerned books by the likes of Saul Bellow, Doris Lessing and A. S. Byatt. 

Morton never provides any significant material directly imagined from Florence’s apparently 

important body of feminist cultural criticism, or from her memoir-in-progress. Doing so would 

have provided a needed charge to the book’s interpersonal dramas, which often feel canned. 

Including Florence’s own writings would also have enhanced the contours of her interior life as 

she struggles with the prospect of debilitation and death. And this would have enabled Morton to 

explore the lasting currency of some 1960s and ’70s ideas about culture, power and gender by 

testing them against an array of 21st-century experiences, brought into shared orbit around a 

protagonist who’s more superficially complicated than meaningfully complex. In other words, 

“Florence Gordon” is a clever and amusing novel about intellectual life that leaves you feeling 

no more than “very meta” about intellectual life. 

Randy Boyagoda’s latest novel is “Beggar’s Feast.” 

A Most Unlikeable Woman  

by Adam Kirsch,  www.tabletmagazine.com, Sept. 8, 2014. 

An aging feminist meets a new generation in Brian Morton’s sharp, 

sympathetic novel ‘Florence Gordon’ 

Last year, the literary world—or at least its blogosphere division—enjoyed a good argument 

about whether novels should be built around likable characters. The discussion began when an 

interviewer asked novelist Claire Messud whether the main character of her new novel, The 

Woman Upstairs, was someone she would want to be friends with. Messud responded 

indignantly, noting how few of the great fictional protagonists were tamely likable. Many other 

writers took up her cause, invoking gender—why is it that female characters, and their female 

creators, are under such pressure to be likable?—and genre—does a character designed for easy 

identification signal that we are reading an unliterary book? 

Now that I’ve read Florence Gordon, the deliciously sharp and deeply sympathetic new novel by 

Brian Morton, I like to imagine that Morton was at his desk following all these debates with a 

smile. For here is a book devoted to a character—Florence Gordon, after whom the book is titled 

in the grand old nineteenth-century style—who is unlikable as a point of pride, as a matter of 

self-definition. Indeed, the very first page of the novel is a kind of joking warning, as Morton 

describes Florence’s plans to write her memoirs: Being old, an intellectual, and a feminist, she 
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muses, she has three strikes against her. “If she ever managed to finish this book, reviewers 

would inevitably dismiss it as ‘strident’ and ‘shrill,’ ” she thinks. “If you’re an old feminist, 

anything you say, by definition, is strident and shrill.” 

You can easily picture Florence reading the Messud interview and nodding vigorously. That is 

because Morton situates his novel very much in our own world—or at least, the New York 

literary-political-intellectual province of our world. The characters in this novel read The New 

Inquiry and n+1; the older ones glory in having once written for The New Leader; and a major 

plot point involves a (fictional) review by Martha Nussbaum, the (real) University of Chicago 

philosopher, in the New York Times Book Review. (This is also, of course, a comprehensively 

Jewish milieu, and all the characters in Florence Gordon are Jewish, though that fact has little to 

do with their daily lives and consciousness.) 

Morton, who is one of the most unostentatiously intelligent novelists at work today, has always 

been interested in intellectual careers and writers’ lives. His best-known novel, Starting Out in 

the Evening, centers on an aging minor novelist who is reinvigorated by the attention, scholarly 

and personal, of a young student. Florence Gordon, too, is a writer, and as the book begins, she 

too seems to be past her prime, a relic of her 1970s, second-wave feminist moment. Though she 

was an influence on other, better-known writers—“Vivian Gornick, Ellen Willis, Katha 

Pollitt”—and though “her voice on the page was … by turns eloquent and chatty, confident and 

self-questioning … the voice of a real person,” she has never enjoyed real fame. When her 

longtime editor summons her to lunch, Florence is sure that it is to say she is being dropped from 

the publisher’s list, since none of her books have made money. 

If Florence has had a minor career, however, she has a major personality. The first scene in the 

book shows her being forced away from her work as a ruse to get her to a surprise birthday party. 

As soon as she realizes what has happened, Florence briskly thanks everyone for coming, turns 

around, and goes back home to work. Morton has designed the scene to be equal parts 

appalling—who walks out on their own birthday party?—and awe-inspiring, like Florence 

herself. The essence of her character is that she knows what she wants and will always do it, no 

matter the hurt feelings she leaves in her wake. This is the kind of selfish concentration that is 

practically a prerequisite for writers. If it grates coming from Florence, Morton challenges us to 

wonder, isn’t that partly because she is defying our sexist expectations of womanly deference 

and selflessness? 

As Morton widens the novel’s circle from Florence herself to include her friends and relatives, it 

makes sense that she would cling closely to the former and keep a wary distance from the latter. 

After all, friends are people you choose, a reflection of yourself, while family is what you are 

given. Florence’s friends, a circle of women in their seventies who have been part of the same 

study group for decades, speak about her with awe and gratitude, saying that her example 

changed their lives. One bittersweet, acutely imagined scene involves Florence paying a call on a 

feminist heroine of still an older generation, Yetta, who is incontinent but refuses to wear 

diapers. This is the last act of defiance in a life full of them: “Yetta’s bullshit detector was intact; 

her sense of humor was intact; her pride was intact. But gone was the faculty that makes you 

want to take care of yourself, and gone was the faculty that enables you to distinguish between 

what is real and what is not.” 

https://nplusonemag.com/


But while Florence willingly tries to help Yetta with this distasteful problem, she has next to no 

interest in seeing her relatives, who are visiting New York for the summer from Seattle. Her son 

Daniel, a stolid, low-key presence, grew up in an intellectual household but rebelled against it by 

becoming a cop, something Florence has never fully accepted. Daniel’s wife, Janine, idol-

worships Florence but is consistently rebuffed by her: “The strain of other people’s need. She 

could feel it radiating off her daughter-in-law, and she didn’t understand why: What do I have to 

do with her? Didn’t she have Daniel; didn’t she have her own parents; didn’t she have her kids? 

What does she need me for?” Florence wonders. The idea of needing another person simply isn’t 

in her emotional vocabulary. 

And then there is Emily, Florence’s granddaughter, who has dropped out of college and come to 

New York with no real plans in mind. As Florence Gordon develops, it becomes clear that the 

heart of the novel is the relationship between Florence and Emily, which is not just a personal 

one, but a kind of test-case for the possibility of connection between Florence’s kind of feminism 

and Emily’s generation of women. If Florence herself is the novel’s dominant presence, Emily is 

its most complex and sympathetic creation—a young woman who is earnestly trying to forge her 

soul in all the old-fashioned ways, by reading, by thinking, by falling in love. She is just the kind 

of heiress that someone like Florence should want. 

Yet Florence automatically assumes, with the arrogance of the older generation, that someone of 

Emily’s age group—that is, someone who is always texting, always online—can’t possibly be as 

serious as people used to be in the pre-digital age. One of Morton’s most powerful scenes 

involves Emily facing a relationship crisis—with her unbalanced boyfriend Justin—and drawing 

on Florence’s own strength as a source of inspiration: “She told herself to borrow her 

grandmother’s decisiveness, and bluntness, and coldness. She told herself that for the next few 

minutes, she should pretend to be her grandmother.” Yet of course the discussion with Justin is 

taking place on a smartphone, and the mere sight of such a device leads the puritanical Florence 

to dismiss Emily: 

If Emily had been reading a book, or a letter, and Florence had seen her facial expression change 

like that, the sight would have been intriguing—you’d want to know what could have affected 

her so strongly. But her phone? She’s probably gotten news about a party, and then realized she 

wouldn’t be able to go. … At another time, Florence would have found this a fit occasion to 

lecture Emily about the importance of resisting the brain-corroding allure of the new 

technologies. 

It’s a terrible misunderstanding, the kind of failure of communication that the novel has 

traditionally thrived on exploring. Indeed, another way of figuring the relationship between 

Florence and Emily is as the conflict between two styles of writing and reading. Florence is the 

intellectual, for whom literature is an arena of combat, and Emily is the novel-reader, for whom 

literature is a means of growth. Because Florence Gordon is a novel, it ultimately must come 

down on Emily’s side. Yet Morton never issues a summary judgment against his title character; 

to the last page, she retains the dignity of her independence and bears the costs of that dignity 

with aplomb. Morton proves that in the hands of a truly gifted novelist, as in real life, a person’s 

likability matters less than her sheer power of being. 

 



Adam Kirsch is a contributing editor for Tablet Magazine and the author of Benjamin Disraeli, a 

biography in the Nextbook Press Jewish Encounters book series. 

 

'Florence Gordon' Isn't Friend Material, But You'll Appreciate Her 

 Fresh Air Philadelphia: National Public Radio. (Oct 6, 2014) 

TERRY GROSS: This is FRESH AIR. Writer Brian Morton is best known for his novel 

"Starting Out In The Evening," which was adapted into a movie of the same name starring Frank 

Langella. But critic Maureen Corrigan says if a movie is ever made of Morton's new novel 

"Florence Gordon" the late Anne Bancroft might just have to return from the dead to play the 

role. Here's Maureen's review of the novel.  

MAUREEN CORRIGAN: Last year, the big debate in the world of books was over the question 

of whether or not a novel has to feature likable main characters in order for us readers to identify 

with them, or make us want to stick with their stories. The debate had a sexist tinge to it. Females 

characters seemed especially burdened with the need to be pleasing. In fact, the whole issue was 

ignited by reaction to Claire Massud's novel "The Woman Upstairs," which features as its 

protagonists a rather glum elementary school teacher in her 30s. This year in books brings us a 

new novel that, to my mind, shoves the likability issue into the dustbin of beside-the-point 

literary debates where it belongs. Brian Morton's novel "Florence Gordon" features a 75-year-old 

woman, an icon of the Second Wave Women's Movement, as its heroine. She's a self-described 

difficult woman. Even those who love her regard her as a pain in the neck. Don't think of 

Florence Gordon as some egghead version of Betty White. Florence isn't cute or sentimentalized 

in her crankiness. She's more in the intimidating Lillian Hellman, Susan Sontag, Lioness-In-

Winter mode - someone who doesn't suffer fools or most anyone else gladly. You wouldn't want 

to be her friend or family member. Rather, you're deeply grateful, at least I was, to meet her in 

the best way possible - in the exquisitely crafted pages of Morton's witty, nuanced and ultimately 

moving novel. Florence lives in Manhattan - where else? And on the opening page of the novel, 

we find her at work on her long deferred memoir. Here's how Morton's omniscient narrator 

introduces this woman. (Reading) Florence Gordon was trying to write a memoir, but she had 

two strikes against her. She was old, and she was an intellectual. And who on earth, she 

sometimes wondered, would want to read a book about an old intellectual? Maybe it was three 

strikes because not only was she an intellectual, she was a feminist, which meant that if she ever 

managed to finish this book, reviewers would inevitably dismiss it as strident and shrill. That 

passage, by the way,constitutes practically the entirety of chapter one. Morton toys with the 

length of chapters throughout his novel, mimicking the rhythms of life. Some chapters are one 

paragraph long and end abruptly, like many of Florence's conversations. Others are a bit longer 

and more lyrical, like the one in which Florence's daughter-in-law falls slowly and regretfully in 

love with a coworker while they go bowling together. Florence's writing is interrupted by her 

nice adult son, Daniel, who's a cop living in Seattle. Florence has always been bored by Daniel 

and what she thinks of as his cottage-cheesy politeness, as well as by, what is to her, his bizarre 

career choice. Also intruding into Florence's precious time, are Daniel's restless wife of 23 years 

http://nextbookpress.com/books/224/
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and teenage daughter, Emily. Emily dislikes her semi-famous grandmother, especially because 

Florence can't seem to remember her name. And yet as weeks go by, she's intrigued by 

Florence's grit and what Emily thinks of as a rather different model of how to be human. An even 

bigger disruption enter Florence's life in the form of a glowing Sunday New York Times review 

of her last book, written by the eminent philosopher, Martha Nussbaum. Morton's novel, by the 

way, frequently drops the names of thinkers, like Katha Pollitt, Raymond Williams and Tony 

Judt. Suddenly Florence is embarking on her first-ever book tour, dealing brusquely with 

fawning female fans of a certain age, parrying with some patronizing younger feminists and, 

along the way, sensing the chill of mortality on her skin. Why spend time in Florence Gordon's 

severe company? Well, as one of her simpering admirers who's just been verbally assaulted by 

Florence tells her, you're brutal, but I appreciate it. "Florence Gordon" is one of those 

extraordinary novels that clarifies its readers' sense of things, rather than cozying up to our 

conventional pieties. Morton's ending is straight out of off Chekov; it's up in the air and brave, a 

closing vision of a life, in all its messy contradictions, just limping down the street.  

GROSS: Maureen Corrigan teaches literature at Georgetown University and is the author of the 

new book "So We Read On: How The Great Gatsby Came To Be And Why It Endures." She 

reviewed "Florence Gordon" by Brian Norton. You can read an excerpt on our website, 

freshair.npr.org.  

(c) Copyright 2014 WHYY, Inc. 

Delightfully Unpleasant 

Moore, Fernanda. Commentary 138.4  (Nov 2014): 68-70.  

FLORENCE Gordon, the cantankerous heroine of Brian Morton's latest novel, wants to be alone. 

When the novel opens, she's sequestered in her apartment on Manhattan's Upper West Side, 

writing a memoir of "the modern women's movement, her own women's movement, the one that 

had been born in the 1970s." She's on the verge of a breakthrough when the telephone, 

annoyingly, rings. "Thank God you're home," her friend Vanessa gasps, before begging Florence 

to meet her at a restaurant nearby.  

"People," Florence thinks grumpily, putting on her shoes. "What do I need them for again?"  

Hirns out that the restaurant is packed with well-wishers for Florence's 75th birthday-"friends 

from NYU, friends from the movement, friends from the writing world," and family, too: an ex-

husband, a daughter-in-law, a granddaughter. But Florence is not amused, or even touched. "I 

wish someone had nipped this in the bud," she mutters, before banging on a glass to get the 

room's attention. "I'm delighted by this surprise party, but I'm going to leave you now, because I 

need to get back to my desk," she announces, and walks out.  

"She worked for the rest of the night with satisfaction," Morton tells us, "and didn't give her 

friends and well-wishers a second thought."  
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This, then, is Florence Gordon. "She was a feminist writer-an essayist and, as she called herself, 

a seat-of-her-pants historian," her daughter-in-law Janine recalls. For decades, Janine has nursed 

an "intellectual crush" on her mother-in-law, whose work she studied in college even before she 

met Florence's son Daniel. "Somehow Florence's essays had given her faith that she could go on 

to have an intellectual life after college," Janine remembers. Too bad that Florence herself holds 

Janine in perpetually low regard. "Why did my son have to marry such a suck-up?" she wonders, 

after privately railing against Janine's "oppressive look of adoration" and calling her "the eternal 

ingenue, panting with worshipfulness."  

The rest of the novel's characters are at similar cross-purposes. Florence's ex-husband, Saul, 

loathes and envies her but can't escape her orbit; both Florence and Saul are befuddled by Daniel, 

who chose, despite being the son of "two certified New York intellectuals," to join the Army and 

become a cop. Daniel adores Janine but has trouble showing it, and though their college-aged 

daughter Emily sees through her dad's reticence to his warm heart, Janine is fed up. She's also 

secretly infatuated with her boss, a schlubby scientist named Lev who is Daniel's exact opposite.  

Emily and Florence don't quite get along either, though Emily tries hard to find her grouchy 

grandmother 'lovable" rather than annoying. Florence is violently disdainful of 21st-century 

youth in general, with their cellphones and Twitter and Facebook and all the other online 

nonsense, and does not spare her granddaughter from her contempt.  

Morton, author of four previous novels, including Starting Out in the Evening (1997) and the 

wonderful Breakable You (2006), favors a staccato style. He likes short sentences, short 

paragraphs, and especially short chapters. (Florence Gordon has 111 chapters and is only 320 

pages long.) It's a style that keeps the pages turning but can leave the reader breathless, 

overstimulated, and dizzy. This is certainly the case in the opening two dozen chapters (some 

only a few sentences long), swirling around the Gordon family's multigenerational melée without 

giving much indication what, exactly, all these wacky characters are going to do. Janine, clearly, 

is headed for an affair-but surely that can't be the main plot in a book named after another 

character?  

Finally, in the 25th chapter, the novel takes off. When Florence meets her new editor (the old 

one, who's dying of cancer, quits in chapter 18), she's worried he won't understand her. She 

needn't fret. "I read the beginning of your memoir the weekend before last, and I wanted to tell 

you how beautiful it is," he tells her. Florence, caught off guard for once, is flabbergasted. "Is 

this a prank?" she asks, when he hands her proofs of a forthcoming New York Times Book 

Review. Her latest book, an essay collection, is on the front page, reviewed by Martha Nussbaum 

(the real-life University of Chicago professor), and it's a rave. "You've been declared a national 

treasure," the editor tells her. "You thought you were someone who'd made a home for herself in 

the cozy little ghetto of feminist literature. But it turned out that wasn't your destiny. It turned out 

that your destiny was to write the inner history of your age."  

Florence, to everyone's surprise, basks in the limelight: "It had been that rare thing: an unmixed 

pleasure. Ever since the voluble philosopher had anointed her, Florence had been enjoying 

herself." She goes on her very first book tour and even hires Emily to help with research for her 

memoir. After a few initial bumps in the road ("She's just an old windbag," Emily tells Janine), 
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the two settle into a prickly, teasing rapport. Slowly, their relationship turns to fondness and 

grudging mutual respect.  

There's just one fly in the ointment: Lately, Florence hasn't been feeling like herself. One hand 

has been giving her trouble, and her right foot feels "flappy." When she sprains her ankle (while 

trying, in a very funny scene, to escape from an ardent, unhinged female fan), she decides to 

confide her other symptoms to her doctor. "Every writer I've ever had as a patient, every one, has 

been a hypochondriac. Except you," The heroine is violently disdainful of 21st-century youth, 

with their cellphones, Twitter, and Facebook, and she does not spare her granddaughter from her 

contempt.  

he tells her. It turns out that Florence is indeed terminally ill. And only now, in the book's 38th 

chapter, does Morton finally get to the novel's first real theme: How does a person hellbent on 

leading a life of the mind cope when her body betrays her?  

Florence tells no one about her diagnosis; to her, the idea of depending on anyone for physical 

assistance or mental support is abhorrent. Still, when she's summoned to visit her old friend 

Yetta Berman (once considered "the Rosa Luxemburg of the Bronx"), now semisenile and 

incontinent, the reader expects her to undergo a change of heart. Perhaps an encounter with a 

ferocious old feminist reduced by her own stubbornness to living alone in filth will soften 

Florence up. Perhaps she'll find solace in helping Yetta; perhaps she'll even decide to reach out to 

friends and family before it's too late.  

But Yetta, whose "bullshit detector," pride, and sense of humor are still intact, defies and 

dismisses Florence. This bolsters Florence's own determination to hold everyone at arm's length-

no foxhole intimacy for her! In the novel's final third, Morton makes it clear that Florence's 

fiercely guarded independence is present in the book's other characters as well. Emily breaks up 

with a boyfriend no one even knew she had (tellingly, she finds him much too clingy); Janine 

agonizes in secret about sleeping with Lev, while Daniel, who knows about the affair, keeps his 

agony firmly under his hat. (He ends up in the hospital with chest pains the day he finds out; 

though Florence calls his cell while he's recuperating, he never breathes a word.)  

If Morton were a typical writer and Florence Gordon a typical book, the novel would end in an 

orgy of tearful reconciliations before wrapping itself up in a great big sentimental bow. Happily, 

the author is as iconoclastic as his heroine, and his characters remain true to their nettlesome 

selves right up to the very last page. As the novel concludes, Morton subtly upends the usual 

touchy-feely themes associated with sprawling novels about family intimacy. In fact, a particular 

kind of personal anti-magnetism turns out to be Florence Gordon's entire point. Florence remains 

defiantly at odds with everyone for the rest of her life, and Morton never quite tells us what 

happens to Janine and Daniel. Instead, he lets the sharp, expertly rendered banter between his 

characters stand as a paradoxical testament to their affection. Florence and Emily may bicker, but 

they are undeniably close. And Janine and Daniel's relationship is remarkable; every 

conversation they have, no matter how trivial, comes across as passionate, challenging, hilarious, 

and hot.  



Near the end of the book, in one of its finest scenes, Daniel confronts Lev in a crowded hotel 

lobby and-without a single harsh word or threatening gesture-herds him across the room until he 

plops down backwards in a chair. "Daniel... seemed to be crowding Lev, forcing him back," 

Janine observes in fascinated horror. "Lev was moving backward, but so gradually that she 

wasn't sure he was even aware of it. As they spoke, Daniel would move up slightly, and Lev 

would step back, and then, when his weight was on his back foot, Daniel would move a little 

closer, so that Lev had to step back again." This tense dance, which includes elements of power, 

rage, calculated intimidation, capitulation, and, above all, an unwillingness to touch-is a perfect 

metaphor for Florence Gordon. This is an impressive novel in which intimacy is achieved via 

calculated distance, and characters assert themselves and affirm their closeness by holding each 

other apart.  

FERNANDA MOORE writes about fiction monthly in this space. Her short fiction has appeared 

in Commentary as well.  

 

Interview: Brian Morton  

by Beth Kissileff, Monday, April 13, 2015|, www. jewishbookcouncil.org 

 

Florence Gordon, Brian Morton’s fifth novel, engages with the terrain of the other—New York 

Jewish intellectuals. The heroine is a professor who is embarking on writing her memoirs, after 

writing a number of seminal books of essays. Her time is limited and she does not suffer fools 

gladly—whether blood relatives or not—and lets them know her opinions. 

Beth Kissileff: You write of a person as the “center of a world” in this novel. Is that why 

you wrote a novel about an eponymous character?  

Brian Morton: I'd say it's why most of my novels try to explore different characters' points of 

view. The idea that each person is the center of his or her own world is always on my mind when 

I'm working on a novel. Emily [Florence’s granddaughter] is really the secret heroine of the 

book, and the moral center of the book, because she's living that idea, by trying to understand 

other people on their own terms. There's a moment late in the book where Florence greets Emily 

with even more coldness than usual, and at first Emily thinks Florence is mad at her, but then 

intuits that what Florence is going through has nothing to do with her at all. That moment, when 

Emily transcends herself by entering into Florence's point of view, is meant to be a sort of quiet 

moment of climax in the novel.  

Iris Murdoch, in an essay called “The Sublime and the Beautiful Revisited,” said that we judge 

novelists “by the quality of their awareness of others.” I think this could be a motto for fiction 

writers to put next to the keyboard.  

http://www.jewishbookcouncil.org/book-reviewer/beth-kissileff
http://www.jewishbookcouncil.org/book/florence-gordon


BK: One of the many things you do well as a writer are the titles of your characters’ books 

and essays, both Florence’s and those of Leonard Schiller, the main character in Starting 

out in the Evening. Can you say something about that and whether she is a female version 

of Schiller?  

BM: Thank you. I like to give the reader just a hint of what the characters have written, and I try 

to do that partly by mentioning the titles of their work. Often there's no context at all—so that 

when someone in the book thinks of an old essay that Florence wrote called "Notes on What Just 

Happened," we don't know if the essay referred to the election of Ronald Reagan or to 9/11 or to 

the Rodney King video or to none of the above. We have no idea what it referred to. I want the 

reader to do some of the work of imagining her career through scattered bits of evidence, 

including the titles of her work. (The title of one of her essays, “Opportunities for Heroism in 

Everyday Life,” was the working title of the novel for a while, until I settled on Florence 

Gordon.)  

I don’t think of Florence as a female counterpart of Schiller. They're both writers of a certain 

age, but she's much more energetic and more engaged with the life around her. His novels were a 

sort of monument to private life; she wants her books to change the world.  

BK: There have been recent studies about reading fiction increasing empathy. What’s your 

take?  

BM: I hope it does, but I'm skeptical. Don't we all know people who are both very well read and 

awful? I feel like it's not uncommon to meet people who've read a ton but who are as vain about 

it as other people are about their possessions.  

BK: In all of your other books, you have a character from a previous book reappear. Why 

didn’t you do that this time?  

BM: I thought about doing it. Florence's son and his family are subletting an apartment in the 

book, and for a while I thought of saying it was Leonard Schiller's old apartment—the writer 

from Starting Out in the Evening—which his daughter had held onto after his death. But finally I 

thought it would be better to have one book that doesn't explicitly refer to any of the others. I 

guess I just decided to give it a rest. 

Beth Kissileff is the editor of Reading Genesis (Continuum Books, 2014) an anthology of 

academic writing about Genesis. Her novel Questioning Return is under review for publication 

and she is writing a second novel and volume of short stories. She has taught at the University of 

Pittsburgh, Carleton College, the University of Minnesota, Smith College and Mount Holyoke 

College. 

 

Other Books with Strong Female Characters 



Olive Kitteridge, by Elizabeth Strout 

The world of Olive Kitteridge, a retired school teacher in a small coastal town in Maine, is 

revealed in stories that explore her diverse roles in many lives, including a lounge singer haunted 

by a past love, her stoic husband, and her own resentful son. 

Runaway, by Alice Munro 

A collection of short fiction captures the lives of women of all ages and circumstances, as they 

deal with the limits and lies of passion, unfulfilled dreams, motherhood, betrayal, and the bonds 

of love. 

Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Café, by Fanny Flagg 

Mrs. Threadgoode's tale of two high-spirited women of the 1930s, Idgie and Ruth, helps Evelyn, 

a 1980s woman in a sad slump of middle age, to begin to rejuvenate her own life. 

Emily, Alone, by Stuart O’Nan 

Newly independent widow Emily Maxwell dreams of visits by grandchildren and mourns 

changes in her quiet Pittsburgh neighborhood before realizing an inner strength to pursue 

developing opportunities. 

A Far Cry from Kensington, by Muriel Spark 

In a post-war London boarding house, kindly Mrs. Hawkins, adept at handling other people's 

problems, finds herself a player in some very strange events. 

Hotel du Lac, by Anita Brookner 

Into the rarified atmosphere of the Hotel du Lac timidly walks Edith Hope, romantic novelist and 

holder of modest dreams. Edith has been exiled from home after embarassing herself and her 

friends. She has refused to sacrifice her ideals and remains stubbornly single. But among the 

pampered women and minor nobility Edith finds Mr Neville, and her chance to escape from a 

life of humilitating spinsterhood is renewed. 

 

Reading Guide Questions ( www.bookbrowse.com) 

Please be aware that this discussion guide may contain spoilers! 

1. Why is Florence writing a memoir? What difficulties keep getting in her way?  



2. Florence is often described in ways that make it clear she is a difficult person. She even 

leaves her own surprise party, preferring to go home and write. In your opinion, is 

Florence not a nice person, or is she simply being true to herself? Do you have to choose? 

How else does this question spring up in the novel?  

3. On page 15, Janine recalls an essay in which Florence quotes a psychologist who said 

that "one is constantly confronted by situations in which one must make either a growth 

choice or fear choice." How does Florence respond to "opportunities for heroism" in her 

own life? Consider each of the main characters in the story and identify whether the 

choices they make are growth choices or fear choices.  

4. How does Janine feel when she first sees Daniel after spending months apart from him? 

Describe her feelings for Lev — what attracts her to him? In what ways is he different 

from Daniel? Do you think Janine's affair is really about her feelings for Lev, or is it 

something else?  

5. Time — particularly the passage of and the idea of freezing a moment — is a recurring 

theme in this novel. Discuss some of the ways in which the characters are affected by, 

reflect on, or rage against their lack of control over time. Describe how the relationship 

that each character has with time varies.  

6. Though it's uncomfortable and even unnatural for her, under certain circumstances 

Florence is capable of showing concern for others and caring about their feelings (even if 

it's just an act). Identify some of these instances and discuss what they tell you about 

Florence.  

7. Given her detachment and lack of concern for most other people in her life, why does 

Florence treat Saul with such patience and kindness? Why do you think she feels that 

"she was going to have to look out for him, as best she could, probably for the rest of her 

life"? (p. 116)  

8. When Emily first begins researching as Florence's assistant, what surprises her the most? 

How does her work influence the way she feels about her grandmother and their 

relationship?  

9. Florence's story as a leader of the feminist movement naturally raises many questions and 

ideas about gender roles and identity, among other issues related to sex. What, in Emily's 

opinion, makes Florence "a guy?" (p. 136) What other behaviors do characters exhibit 

that may not fit with what you would typically believe about their genders? Discuss your 

feelings about the author being male and writing from the perspective of three female 

characters in light of this issue.  

10. On page 139 , Emily muses that "each person is the center of a world." If that's true, 

describe the world that centers on each of our main characters: Emily, Daniel, Janine, and 

Florence.  

11. What do you think sparks the shift in Emily and Florence's relationship? Why, of all three 

of her family members, is Emily the one with whom Florence actually feels a 

connection? What does Emily do that finally wins Florence's respect once and for all?  

12. On pages 238 – 240 , we "hear" a speech given by Willa Ruth Stone purportedly in honor 

of Florence. What do you think the older women approaching the microphone afterward 

would have said had the sound not already been cut? Do you think the speech reveals a 

forward movement in women's rights or a gross misunderstanding of the issues? Support 

your opinion with examples from the book, if possible. Why does the speech make Emily 

so angry? How did you feel about it? 



13. When Florence observes Emily through a restaurant window as she approaches their 

lunch date, she incorrectly assumes that Emily is consumed by shallow disappointment at 

not being able to attend a party. Florence thinks, "There had been times when she felt 

close to the girl, but not now. The little scene on the street, the phone pantomime, had 

reminded her of how far apart they were, in terms of how they lived and what they 

valued." (p. 268) Do you think Florence and Emily are as "far apart" as Florence thinks? 

Compare and contrast her situation with Saul to the relationship Emily is having with 

Justin, which in fact she ends in this scene as Florence looks on unaware. How is Emily's 

relationship similar or dissimilar to her mother's affair with Lev?  

14. In Chapters 69 – 71, the author moves back and forth between Emily's and Daniel's 

points of view during the same scene. Identify and discuss other such moments in the 

novel when the author utilizes this technique. Do they have a common theme? Why do 

you think the author chose this approach with some moments but not others? What does 

this segment between Emily and Daniel in particular reveal through the juxtaposition?  

15. How do you feel about the novel's ending? Emily thinks that, "she kept expecting her 

[Florence] to come back and say more." (p. 306) Do you agree? Do you think the novel 

could have ended any other way and still been true to Florence's character? Why or why 

not?  

Unless otherwise stated, this discussion guide is reprinted with the permission of Mariner Books. 

Any page references refer to a USA edition of the book, usually the trade paperback version, and 

may vary in other editions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


